Meeting was called to order at 4:30

Roll Taken
Absent: Helen Albert, Kenneth Anthony, Dominic Cooper, Shalayna Hoekstra, Sade Eubanks

Minutes
Motion was made to forgo the reading of the minutes
Motion passes

Guest Speakers
n/a

Officer Reports

Committee Reports

Old Business
SGA Bill 1-15-F
Moves favorable passage
No more discussion
Vote yes to enact Bill
Motion passes

New Business
SGA Resolution 1-15-F
Moves for favorable passage
Exercise right for first debate
No more discussion
Vote yes to enact Resolution
Motion passes

SGA Resolution 2-15-F
Moves for favorable passage
Exercise right for first debate
Senator Rising states map directories are not as proficient as MTSU mobile application.
Senator Gray asks about funding. Senator Webb answers Campus Planning.
Senator Barber states the map directories benefit more than just students.
Senator Marshall states that map directories benefit more than just students.
Senator Jackson asks if it would be better to place only one directory at the BAS instead of both locations. Senator Webb states that it would be more convenient at both locations.
No more discussion
Voted yes to enact resolution
Motion passes

**SGA Resolution 3-15-F**
Moves for favorable passage
Exercises the right for first debate
Senator Carroll asks where exactly would the location be in the library. Senator Lewis states the location will be determined upon passage.
No more discussion
Voted yes to enact resolution
Motion passes

**Announcements**

**Adjourned**